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The Aether Medium is Made of Waves

By: Jason Mark Wolfe

INTRODUCTION
Abandoning the aether medium is equivalent to closing one eye. Sure you can still see where you’re
going, but you are vision impaired. You cannot see how QM & GR are unified; particle-wave duality and
the postulates of SR should make perfect sense, but not to the “aether-less” physics community. Sure
you can put a rocket into orbit with a good likelihood of not exploding; but you can’t see how nature lets
you build an acceleration field generator to travel safely and quickly to Mars and the outer planets.
Without an aether medium, you are half blind to what nature can really do.

The Michelson-Morley experiment was performed in 1887, 30 years before quantum mechanics was
introduced in the 1920’s. Aether was dead before anyone could ask, “Is the aether medium made of
waves?” Here we are in 2012, almost one hundred years later, and I am asking you today: Is the aether
medium of made of waves?

I am going to describe a particular kind of aether that I call, Aether Medium Waves. I am going to give
you the full presentation that will include (a) what inspired AM waves; (b) what they are; (c) what they
do; (d) how they explain the properties of the vacuum, the flow of time, the ontological existence of
distance, the postulates of special relativity, the equivalence principle, the spectral existence of matter
and reference frames; and (f) how they lead to an opto-electronic acceleration field generator
experiment. Before you reject the idea of aether medium waves, think of mathematics as a dependable
eye of logic. Now open your other eye and see how the disparate pieces of nature fit. Together they will
give you depth perception into the forces of nature.

Aether Medium Waves

What Inspired Aether Medium Waves
Quantum mechanics, wave functions, de Broglie waves (matter waves), electromagnetic waves,
transverse waves, wave propagation … I Googled “superstrings” and got 628,000 hits. When I Googled
“physics waves”, I got 52 million hits. Waves are important in physics. If physics is made of anything,
then waves are a good choice, right? Well, if I Google “physics math”, I get 65 million hits. So maybe
physics is made of math? Well here is the problem. Math only expresses mathematical relationships
between things that behave mathematically. But math doesn’t have the ability to make anything exist.
So what does?

The luminiferous aether makes light exist. But the scientific community abandoned aether because
M&M couldn’t detect the Earth’s movement through the medium. The aether was treated like a gas, a
liquid, a solid, as charges or as wheels and gears[1]. What about aether waves? Men of science would
laugh in your face and tell you to practice your alchemy somewhere else. But then wave-functions
came along. Oops! Physicists will argue till their last dying breath that wave-functions, wave-
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amplitudes and probability waves are nothing more than math. But math doesn’t make anything exist.
But aether makes light exist. But aether doesn’t exist, which leads to a stand-off.

If the aether exists as a wave, then wave-functions are just a mathematical description of the aether.
The aether makes light exist. Aether waves are described by the mathematics of wave-functions. The
stand-off is solved, right? I wish it were that easy. Aether came from alchemy which is a form of magic.
Physicists hate alchemy because they can’t do magic. Hey physics community! Get over it!

Figure 1: EM Frequency band.

What are Aether Medium Waves?
AM waves are ontological objects that facilitate the existence of the electromagnetic frequency
spectrum, the properties of the vacuum, the progression of time, the existence of distance, quantum
mechanics, virtual particles, photons, quantum particles, special relativity, general relativity and
gravity. You can think of them as first cause of everything. AM waves contain all the properties that
light needs to exist; this includes wavelength, frequency, phase, permittivity, permeability, polarization,
electric field, magnetic field and the speed of light. AM waves can be referred to as the luminiferous
aether which means: light bearing aether. AM waves make available everything that the laws of physics
need to exist. AM waves are foundational for the existence of quantum particles and force carriers.

Figure 2: Take a good look at waves because they are the building blocks of the space-time continuum; space is made of
wavelength and time is made of frequency. AM waves really have spherical 3D geometry.

Every wave cycle has a wavelength λ which causes space (distance in space) to exist. Every wave cycle

also has a period, ݂ =
ଵ

்
, which causes time to exist. Space-time geometry doesn’t look like a 2D grid; it

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Spacetime_curvature.png
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looks more like a Fourier series of AM waves when flat. They extend from one side of the universe to
the other in an unbroken wave chain. The fabric of space-time is made of AM waves; the EM spectrum
is emergent from AM waves. Photons are excitations of transverse AM waves.

Figure 3: When all energy it removed from an EM waves, what is left is an Aether Medium wave.
http://www.edinformatics.com/math_science/electromagnetic_spectrum.htm

The Vacuum
Even in the absence of an aether theory, the physics community knows that the space-time continuum
and that the quantum vacuum both exists, but they don’t understand how it exists from first principles
based on ontological causes. If we look closely at the quantum vacuum we will find virtual particles and
virtual photons which include the carriers of the strong/weak and electromagnetic forces. Virtual
particles bubble and pop continuously as particle-antiparticle pairs. Virtual particles exist as long as

their properties (momentum, position, energy, duration) obey the Uncertainty principle, ∆ݔ∆ <


ଶగ

and >ݐ∆ܧ∆


ଶగ
. The uncertainty principle is known to be a property of all wave-like systems which is

why I am talking about aether waves in the first place.

There are several properties of the vacuum that are firmly entrenched in experimental physics, but have
no known origin or explanation. This includes the physics constants (c, ε, µ, h, and G), the
electromagnetic frequency spectrum, the progression of time and the existence of distance.
Acceleration fields (proper acceleration) or g-force caused by gravity, motion and centrifugal forces act
on mass (and energy) but have no ontological cause. In the case of gravity, gravitons have never been
observed. So how does the sun hold the earth in an elliptical orbit when the sun is 93 million miles
away? A physicist will say, “Curvature of space-time!” What is space-time? It’s a mathematical model
that combines space and time. So how does the mathematical model reach 93 million miles to keep the
earth in its elliptical orbit? It can’t, it’s just a model. So what is the space-time continuum made out of
that allows it to hold the earth in an elliptical orbit? Without an aether medium, physicists cannot
explain the origin of the physics constants, the EM field, time, space, and the space-time continuum as
anything more than just a mathematical description. Without an aether medium, physicists cannot
understand the vacuum processes that make acceleration work. What is the vacuum and how does it
make acceleration work?

The aether medium is made of waves called aether medium waves. The aether waves themselves have
the speed of light, permittivity, permeability, and the Planck constant built into them. AM waves exist
as a range of frequencies and wavelengths. Start with the speed of light equation ܿ= ߣ݂ ; now calculate

frequency/wavelength pairs ( ,(ߣ݂, from the formula ݂ =


ఒ
. Start with the largest wavelength λ=2*(13.7 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proper_acceleration
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billion light years), which is the diameter of the universe, and calculate the smallest frequency. Now use
the smallest wavelength λ=Planck length, to calculate the largest frequency. There is a continuum of
frequency/wavelength pairs of AM waves in between that establish the ontological properties of the
vacuum, and cause everything to exist.

Table 1: Lowest and Highest frequencies in the aether medium set of waves. This set of waves allows photons to exist.

Wavelength (λ) Frequency ࢌ = ࣅ/ࢉ Speed of light c
Diameter of universe = 10ଵ଼݉ݔ8.2 Lowest frequency ݂ = ݖܪ10ିଵଵݔ3.6 ܿ= ߣ ݂ = 10଼݉ݔ3 ݏ/

Planck length = 10ିଷହ݉ݔ1.6 Highest frequency ு݂ = ݖܪ10ସଷݔ1.9 ܿ= ߣ ு݂ = 10଼݉ݔ3 ݏ/

For every frequency-wavelength pair, there is an omni-directional set of AM waves available for photon

momentum, ⃗ = ℎሬ݇⃗. For every ( (ߣ݂, pair, there is an aether wave that blankets the entire vacuum of
space. Frequency/wavelength pairs (ࣅ,ࢌ) of AM waves are the necessary and sufficient condition to
establish ALL of the properties of the vacuum.

AM waves can be transverse or longitudinal. The energy of an excited transverse AM wave is a photon
with energy E=hf. A particle is a kink or a construct of several AM wave frequencies. While a particle
with mass might not behave like a photon or an EM wave, it is still an aether wave (set of aether waves)
that can be annihilated into photons (excited transverse AM waves).

Figure 4: A) Gravity is the space-time continuum trying to get back its missing energy. B) Gravity is a longitudinal AM wave
that spreads out as a set of frequency chirps. Energy tries to recombine with the frequency shifts, but it can’t. That’s why
black holes and gravity exist.

Gravity
Frequency-wavelength pairs ( ,(ߣ݂, are the foundation of space and the space-time continuum.
Energy and gravity are coupled together, intertwined, they dance together forever; never is one seen
without the other. But gravity is just an image (distorted as longitudinal waves) of energy. Gravity is a
set of frequency chirps (frequency shifts) that produce gravitational potential energy and acceleration
fields. Transverse AM waves manifest as the EM spectrum; longitudinal AM waves manifest as gravity.

When energy is taken from the aether waves, Fig 4A, a gravitational image is created; the acceleration
tries to recombine energy with its gravitational image. Energy cannot exist without its gravitational
image. But if the image is perfect, then the energy and the gravity image will recombine, annihilate, and
add to zero. Photons do not interact with each other. But the photon is connected to its gravitational
image through the AM waves that manifest the properties of the vacuum. Gravity is made of frequency
chirp longitudinal AM waves that weave together everything in the universe. That is why the sun keeps

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_length
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the earth in orbit. The sun produces a gravitational image that is spread out throughout space. The
coupling of photons to this gravitational image is gravity’s attempt to recombine with the photon.

Time
It all starts with time-keeping. Time exists; time progresses. Nature keeps time very similarly to the way
atomic clocks keep time. Let’s talk about time. If you have a clock on your wall, it might have an hour
hand, a minute hand and a second hand. The second hand traces out the circumference of the clock
with a frequency of 1/60 Hz (cycles/sec), the minute hand 1/3600 Hz, and the hour hand is 1/43200 Hz
(one cycle every 12 hours). The circumference of a clock is equivalent to a cycle. While the clock on
your wall is a mechanical device that keeps time, it does not facilitate the progression of time.

One second is defined by the International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIMP)[2] as the duration
of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition between the two hyperfine
levels of the ground state of the cesium 133 atom [3]. In other words, the frequency of a photon that
transitions between two energy levels in a Cesium atom is 9,192,631,770 cycles per second.
An atomic clock uses one frequency to keep time. Aether medium waves exist as a range of frequencies.
The progression of time, for an inertial reference frame, occurs because matter is a collection of AM
wave frequencies. The progression of time, for an inertial frame, is emergent from those frequencies.

Distance
Every cycle of every AM wave has a wavelength. All of the AM wavelengths, from the Planck length to
the diameter of the universe, together they cause distance to exist in nature. If space is curved or length
contracted between two reference frames, it’s because the AM waves are curving of contracting. These
AM waves are the reason why we observe relativity.

In flat space-time, a photon will travel the length of the AM wave, the geodesic, the pathway, along a
single frequency. But as the universe expands, the wavelength of each AM wave gets longer in such a
way that we observe Hubble redshift. AM waves are a frequency spectrum, a range of frequencies. As
galaxies drift apart, the AM waves, which establish distance with their wavelengths, have to stretch their
wavelengths in order to encompass the expanding universe. That’s why we observe Hubble’s law.
White photons travel for billions of years as excitations along the path/geodesic of one frequency, one
wavelength, the universe is expanding, which causes that wavelength, and every other wavelength in
the spectrum, to expand. It looks like redshift and is called the Cosmological redshift. The expansion of
space occurs when every wavelength, of the frequency-wavelength pairs, gets longer.

Quantum Mechanics
Quantum mechanics and wave-function mathematics are a major motivation for aether medium waves.
Wave functions are solutions to the Schrodinger equation. A quantum system can only be described
with a wave-function. There has been some speculation that wave-functions are a real phenomenon of
nature. [3][4] In my view, wave-functions are an incomplete description of AM waves. The wave
function of the hydrogen atom is a good depiction of what an aether wave can look like. The difficulty of
describing the wave function of a photon under the effect of a strong gravity or acceleration field is
where quantum gravity has yet to go. G-force acceleration itself shares an asymmetric dual causality
with frequency chirping. In other words, light that travels along the acceleration vector will frequency
shift (chirp); but the reverse is also true (to a limited degree). The scientific community has yet to take
sensitive acceleration field measurements of frequency chirps.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Wave_frequency.gif
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Figure 5: A. Hydrogen atom wave-function. B. Wave functions for quantum harmonic oscillator. Wave-functions describe
AM waves.

Particles and de Broglie waves
Quantum particles with mass have waves. They are called de Broglie waves or matter waves. The

equation is =ߣ



=



 ௩
, where p is the particles momentum, h is the Planck constant, and λ is the 

wavelength of the de Broglie matter wave.
Does it seem strange that particles can believe like waves? Well, it depends what people teach you
about particles. In classical mechanics, a professor will draw a Cartesian coordinate system on the
chalkboard, and then add a bunch of dots which represent particles. Now does it seem strange that
particles can behave like waves? Yes it does. A matter wave is really just a group of AM waves. We can
write the group velocity for a de Broglie matter wave as,

ݒ =
డఠ

డ
=

డ(ா/ђ)

డ(/ђ)
=

డா

డ
. Since a particle with mass can be annihilated by its anti-particle partner,

to release gamma rays, then the idea that particles are just a collection of EM waves, binded together is
not so unusual. The vacuum itself is made of AM waves. So what is so unusual about matter waves?
Matter waves are just a group of AM waves.

Quantum Particles
Quantum particles exist as a collection of AM wave frequencies. Particle’s energy content is the energy
at each frequency across a range of frequencies. Electrons, protons, etc., each have their own spectral
fingerprint. When particles are annihilated by their anti-particle, the spectral signature is release as a
gamma ray burst from both particles. Each EM frequency of the particle’s spectral signature is like a
clock for particle. The collection of frequencies becomes the particle’s progression in time. A particle
with mass is the smallest possible inertial reference frame. As electrons combine with protons to create
atoms, the growing spectral fingerprint becomes more established as an inertial frame with an overall
progression in time. The second postulate of special relativity states that the speed of light is the same
for all reference frames. The speed of light is always c, completely independent of any reference frame.
However, time dilation and length contract can be calculated between two reference frames. The
reason there is time dilation between two reference frames is because each reference frame has its own
clock, its own progression of time. Each reference frame’s clock (progression in time) comes from the
total spectral fingerprint of the particle masses.

Matter establishes the inertial frame’s frequency range.
Particle/anti-particle annihilation release gamma rays. From this, we can infer that particles contain
gamma rays; actually, it is more correct to say that particles contain AM waves which are more
fundamental than photons. Consider a model where electrons occupied the AM frequency range Δ ݂ Hz
and protons occupied the frequency range Δ ݂ Hz. When I say “occupy”, I mean that protons and
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electrons exist as spectral fingerprints. Each particle is attached to the medium as AM wave frequencies
pass into and through the particle. Each particle has, in effect, an internal clock by virtue of its spectral
fingerprint. So a proton meets an electron, and a hydrogen atom forms. The hydrogen atom has its
own additional frequencies and spectral fingerprint. The hydrogen atom becomes a collection of EM
frequencies. Because we are talking about spectral fingerprints, the entire group of frequencies has a
fixed relative position in the spectrum. The whole spectral fingerprints can redshift or blueshift as a
group, but the frequencies always have a fixed relative position. This is why matter has an inertial
reference frame. This is why each reference frame has its own clock and its own progression of time.

If you look close enough at matter, you will discover it is completely composed of EM frequencies:
blackbody radiation-when something gets really hot, it glows; atomic vibrations; chemical bonds absorb
and radiate EM spectra; gases like neon, helium and argon emit and absorb atomic spectra. There are
line spectra for hydrogen atoms, for example, the Lyman, Balmer, Paschen and Brackett series.

Figure 6: A. Photon emission/absorption lines for the hydrogen atom, http://socphysics.blogspot.com/; B. Why do hot
things glow? Blackbody radiation. http://etp.silla.ac.kr/club_board/ C. Chemical bonds emit and absorb frequencies.
http://www.ndt.net/article/wcndt00/papers/idn164/idn164.htm

There are lots of sources of EM frequency that establish the frequency range of an inertial reference
frame. Inertial reference frames are a subset of frequencies that exist within the frequency/wavelength
pairs ( (ߣ݂, of the vacuum.

A particle with mass is connected to the AM frequency spectrum because it is just a group of AM
frequencies within the ( (ߣ݂, pairs of the vacuum. If a particle with mass is made of AM waves traveling
at the speed of light, then why does all matter travel at only a fraction of the speed of light,
v/c? Consider this analogy. Race horses can reach speeds of up to 45mph. Now what happens if you
bind them together with rope? There is a good chance they will try to run in different directions, so the
net velocity could be less than 45mph. The same is true for the group velocity of particles with
mass. The AM waves are traveling at the speed of light, in different directions, which results in a velocity
less than c. The net result is that the particle has a velocity less than c. While AM waves do not have
momentum, a photon at that frequency does.

http://socphysics.blogspot.com/
http://etp.silla.ac.kr/club_board/
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What is inertia? When the frequency composition of every particle in your body keeps the same set of
AM waves flowing through it, you feel inertia (lack of force). However, when your particles are forced to
change to a different spectral set of AM waves, you experience a g-force.

Accelerating Box
An accelerating box experiences proper acceleration and time dilation with respect to a non-

accelerating observer. The equation is ܶ = ݁


మ , where TD is the total time dilation, g is the
acceleration of the box as measured by the base observer, and h is the "vertical" distance between the
observers. From point A to point B, I define a distance of h=300m and a time dilation TD =2. What is g,

the acceleration? Answer: ݃ =
మ


ln( ܶ) = 10ଵସ݉ݔ2

ଶൗݏ . This is 2 trillion g’s of acceleration which will

crush anything. This demonstrates there is a connection between acceleration fields and time dilation.
If you have atomic clocks, you measure the time dilation caused by any Einstein equivalent acceleration
field which includes gravity, inertial acceleration, centrifugal acceleration, and, I propose, acceleration
caused by repetitive frequency chirping.

So I have a 300 meter distance across which there is time dilation TD = 2.

Figure 7: Two inertial reference frames, A and B, are connected by an accelerating frame. A small subset of frequencies are
depicted, but the whole frequency band is frequency shifted.

All of the aether medium waves are frequency shifted from inertial frame A to inertial frame B. Aether
medium wave theory predicts that frequency shifting of AM waves will cause time dilation to occur. If
time dilation occurs, than acceleration fields are expected to occur.

Acceleration Field Generator Experiment
An acceleration field generator would help our struggling world. It could be used to build nuclear fusion
power plants, revolutionize transportation technology and lower shipping costs. We could even use it
for safe and rapid travel to Mars and the outer planets. But what justifies the existence of acceleration
field generators?

Dual Causal Relationship: AM waves and the EM spectrum share a Dual Causal Relationship. AM
waves will cause photons to distribute in a probabilistic way similar to that of wave-functions. Likewise,
a time average of EM radiation will produce a probability wave, a wave-function and an aether wave.
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If you’ll refer to fig. 7 above, every AM frequency is frequency shifted to half its frequency. For a 300
meter distance, it would take an acceleration field of 2 trillion g’s to frequency shift light to half its
frequency. If we built an opto-electronic black box that could emit a frequency shift (chirp) from 2f to f
within 300 meters, could we get back a small fraction of that acceleration? It would be unreasonable to
expect to get back 20 trillion g’s by frequency shifting only one of the AM frequencies. If we could get a
1ppm or 1ppb acceleration field, it would change the world.

Figure 8: Train of frequency shifts (chirps) creates an aether medium wave image of an acceleration field. The frequency
shift image creates a vacuum potential energy image that tries to cancel out the frequency shift image. This is what causes
the acceleration field to occur.

A. You can use whatever engineering techniques you like to generate the frequency shifting saw-
tooth shaped waveform.

B. An AM wave image will form right in front of the opto-electronic black box.

C. The frequency shift has a linear form (ݐ݂) =
∆

∆௧
+ݐ ݂. The larger the slope,

∆

∆௧
, the stronger the

acceleration field.
D. The AM Frequency shift image will induce a vacuum potential energy response/reaction that

tries to cancel out the frequency shift image. This is what causes the acceleration field to
occur.

This experiment has never been performed. There exists no experimental data to confirm or reject this
claim.

Summary
The vacuum and space-time continuum are an aether medium made of waves. These waves obey ܿ=
ߣ݂ and include every frequency-wavelength pair from the Planck length to the diameter of the universe.
Everything in physics including the progression of time, existence of distance, momentum, energy,
potential energy, wave mechanics, SR, GR, gravity and acceleration fields exist because the aether exists
and is made of waves. Matter is a composition of AM/EM frequencies; by this fact, matter establishes
its own inertial frame, clock and progression of time. There are two kinds of AM waves: transverse and
longitudinal. Transverse AM waves cause photons and the EM spectrum to exist. Longitudinal waves
exist as frequency chirps; they cause gravity and acceleration to exist. An experiment can be performed
that will excite a longitudinal wave by emitting frequency chirps. This would result in a measureable
acceleration field.
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